LOOKING FOR SMART SOLUTIONS?
WANT TO BUILD MUCH FASTER?
AGREE TO MINIMIZE THE COSTS?
APPRECIATE “GREEN BUILDING”?

OUR PROVEN COST-EFFECTIVE
MODULAR BUILDING TECHNOLOGY
CAN ADDRESS YOURS EXPECTATIONS

Our Profile
Arccen Group features advanced off-site building methods offering housing facilities using a
fast–track modular building technology.
The advanced factory prefabrication enables Arccen Group to speed up the project timetable
for the construction projects in a way which is not achievable by the on–site building technology.
Strict quality control and inspection implemented in o ur modern factory and supported by
PESUDO multi–disciplinary professional team, provide a guaranteed comprehensive quality solution.
Our experience involves planning, designing, construction and equipment supply to housing facilities
with special attention to:
• Middle-income workers
• Students
• First-time buyers
Students housing is the sector which currently features the highest use of modular building technology
constructions.
Our long term experience within the housing facilities Design & Build sector ensures us to develop
customized solutions from the very preliminary idea to the construction working plans, working directly
with the client professional representative to address their specific needs and expectations.
For architects and owners, Arccen Group today can work with such levels of design and
construction sophistication that will exceed all expectations, in front their conventional counter parts.
We can take a conventional design and create a modular version when required, so it’s never too
late to explore the possibilities.
Arccen Group can provide services with a complete turn–key package
solution:
•
•
•
•

Underground & Superstructure construction
Exterior shell with architectural facades
Interior civil/finishing works
HVAC, Electricity HV, LV, Plumbing, Lifts, Furniture

Based on current reality, with less than 60% on-site construction projects delivered on time and less
than 50% delivered according to budget, the conventional on-site building systems do not address the
main challenges in the construction industry.
That explains why more and more investors are currently recognizing the need for a more promising
building system that would provide higher efficiency, minimize environmental disruption and guarantee
higher quality and lower costs together with overall time saving.

So, what MODULAR BUILDING TECHNOLOGY is?
This is a process that constructs a building off-site, under controlled plant conditions, using the same
materials and designed to the same codes and standards as conventionally built facilities.
Buildings are manufactured in “modules” and when put together on-site, reflect the same design intent
and specifications as the most sophisticated traditionally built facility.
Modular buildings, once assembled, are indistinguishable from their on-site built counterparts.
Structurally, modular buildings are even stronger than conventional structures because each module is
engineered to independently withstand the rigors of transportation and lifting with crane onto
foundations. Once together and sealed, the modules become one integrated wall, floor and roof
assembly.
Building off-site ensures better construction quality management. Manufacturing plants have stringent
QA/QC programs with testing protocols that promote superior quality in every step of the construction
process.
Beyond quality management and quality assurance, modular construction offers many other benefits to
owners, investors and users.

Time Saving – Reduced Overall Construction Time
Construction of modular buildings takes place simultaneously with the site works, allowing projects to
be completed earlier.
Since the production of modular buildings can happen simultaneously with the site foundation works
and the assembly is much faster than in traditional construction, projects can be complete from 50% to
60% faster than in cases of on–site construction. Furthermore, since a significant portion of the
construction is completed inside a factory, which mitigates the risk of weather delays from 60% to 90%.
Buildings are completed earlier, occupied sooner and create a faster return on investment.
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Overall Cost Savings
The use of Modular Building Technology allows cost savings at every phase of the production process
due to mass production, for example: material savings at the procurement stage and labor savings at
the construction phase additional savings can be associated with installation efficiencies and the
standardization of the spaces. Shorter construction time inducing lower overhead costs, earlier
opening of the new facility generating higher rate of return on investment (ROI) and systematic
production under strict QC\QA, hence reduced lost material and higher efficiency are all important
parameters in the overall cost savings which are induced by using the prefabricated modular
construction.

Minimizing Environmental Impact of the Construction
Any construction project, no matter how well managed it is, will create at least some noise, dust and
debris. While in our case this would not present a problem as we are reducing at minimum the works
on the construction site.

Construction Waste
Removing approximately 80% of the building construction activity from the site location significantly
reduces site disruption, noise and air pollution.
Thence, for the neighborhood, or active businesses on the area, reducing on-site construction activity
and thereby eliminating a large part of the ongoing construction hazards, is a tremendous advantage.
As owners and designers look for more sustainable designs for improved environmental impact,
modular construction is inherently a natural fit. Building in a controlled environment reduces waste.
Waste is eliminated by recycling materials, controlling inventory and protecting building materials. This,
along with improved quality management throughout the construction process and significantly less onsite activity and disturbance, promotes sustainability.
Based on this evidence, is significant the contribution of Modular Building Technology to achieve
“Green Building".
The indoor construction environment reduces the risks of accidents for workers as well as provides
improved on–site working conditions, less noise and air pollution, less on–site traffic, turns the working
zone into a safer environment with lower risks. Thus giving additional value to the contractor cannot be
neglected.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
The Structure
A computer designed steel structure planned to withstand the required “live loads”, Seismic and
regional climatic loads (wind, snow, temp’) and fire rated protection cover, all are aimed to meet the
international standards.
Our structure is planned to offer:
• Maximum corrosion resistance
• Maximum mechanical endurance
• Maximum recycled material use
• Minimal self weight
• Each module is independently structured to withstand full set of external loads, thus, by installing
other modules into one combined structure, the overall structure endurance is increased
• Fire resistance

Flooring Systems
We can offer flooring system made of:
• PVC
• Wood\parquet
• Ceramic tiles
• Granite porcelain
• Terrazzo tiles
• Epoxy resin floors

Wall Systems
The walls are built by multi-layer cement and gypsum boards system which supplies the required
partition, acoustics, fire protection standards.
As a finishing covering layer, we can offer one of the following options:
• Galvanized steel panels HPL PVC
• Anti-bacterial paint system, decorative paint system
• Cement board decorative

Ceiling Systems
• Gypsum board

Doors & Windows
•
•
•
•
•

Hinged doors
Slidin g doors
Fire rated doors
Aluminum double glazing
Aluminum with thermal glazing

Exterior Cladding
• Cement (with/without color pigment) panels
• Natural stone
• Aluminum and glass panels
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